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We examine the acquisition of grammatical gender ofthe definite determi¡er
in Dutch by biÌinguaÌ children fiom ethnic minority communities. The
results show a complete acquisition of the neuter definite determiner (and
demonstrative) by monolinguals (age 9;3-10;5), whereas the bilinguals ofthe
same age perform at chance level. This can pardy be explained by the fact
that the Dutch nominal gender feature has a default (non-neute¡) and a

specific value (neúte¡). Fu¡the¡more, these bilinguals are exposed to a Dutch
input that is quantitatively and qualitativeþ different fiom the standatd
Dutch input ofmonolinguals. Because the Dutch inPut is below a celtain
th¡eshold, the child¡en s access to the right morphological form regalding
grammatical gender ofthe defrnite determiaer in the storage component is
not optimally effrcient.

Introduction

Generall¡ in the (generative) literature on acquisition, a clear distinction is
made between children acquiring two languages fiom birth (2L1) and children
acquiring a second language starting between age 4 and 7 (child L2), although
both are sometime s cdled bilinguøl children. The most obvious difference be-
tween those two groups of chìld acquirers is the initial state oftheir emerging
grammars.r Whereas in 2Ll acquisition the two grammars emerge simultane-
ousl¡ in child L2 acquisition the emergence of the two grammars takes place
successivel¡ at least for a large part. There are, however, also important similar-
ities between the two tlpes of acquisition, which, strangely enough, are rarely
mentioned in the literature. Most importantly, in both 2L1 and child L2 ac-
quisition the child is supposed to have full access to UG, as opposed to what
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is sometimes assumed for adult L2 acquisition. In that sense, both 2Ll and
chiÌd L2 acquisition are mo¡e similar to (monolingual) Ll acquisition than to
adult L2 acquisition. There may be more similarities since many children ac-
quiring two languages may be situated in a kind oflearning situation that has
characteristics ofboth'pure' 2Ll and ofchild L2 acquisition, as we will discuss
more extensively later with respect to 'our' bilingual subjects. The learning sit-
uation is influenced by rhe sociolinguistic ernbedding of the second language
(and its speakers). For instance, the second language of a 2Ll-acquiring child
can be the language ofthe family or the surrounding rninority comrnunity the
child belongs to. Hence, dominance of one of the languages may exist in the
input, as may Ìanguage mixing. Consequentl¡ the sociolinguistic embedding
of the second language may have an effect on the quality and the quantity of
the linguistic input.

With respect to child L2 acquisition, the L2 gramn]ar starrs to develop at
a moment when at least a (large) part of the L1 grammar is aheady in place.
The¡efore, although direct access to UG is possible, iufluence of the L1 gram-
mar on tlle L2 grammar is to be expected, in the sense that the gramrrar of one
language (L1) may somehow feed the emerging grammar of the other (L2).
This influence is generally called 'transfer' as in aclult L2 acquisition. Generall¡
transfer of grammatical properties will lead to a qualitative clifference between
the emerging L2 grammar and the target grammar. It is expected that transfer
will be overcome at a certain stage of development, contrary to what is often
the case in adult L2 acquisition, where the qualitative differences may persist
and lead to what has been called 'fossilizationl As yet, little is known about
the acquisition ofinterface phenoner.ra in chilcl L2 acquisition and the possible
influence of the L1 in this domain.2

ln the literature on 2Ll acquisition, however, interface domains play an
important role, since tllese domains have been characterized as 'vulnerabÌe',
i.e. sensitive to crossJinguistic influence, in contrast to pure syntax. The lead-
ing idea of recent decades ìs that children who acquire two langr.rages from
birth separate the two languages/grammars from very early on (cf. Meisel
1989; Paratlis & Genesee 1995; De Houwer 1990 among many others). The
emerging grammars develop in a very similar way to the development of the
corresponding nonolingual L1 grammars. Hulk and Müller (2000) and Mtller
and Hulk (2001), among many others, have argued thar crosslinguistic influ-
ence is nevertheless possible in certain vulnerable domains ancl in particular
in the interface domain between syntax ancl pragmatics. Specifìcall¡ the input
from one language n.ray temporarily feed the emerging grammar of the other
langr.rage if certain conditions a¡e met. In tl.rat case, bilingual children may pre-
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fer more certain structures that are not part ofthe target adult grammar than
monolingual children. Monolingual chldren may produce the same stmctures
in their emerging grammars but less frequently or for a much shorter time
(cf. Gawlitzek-Maiwald & Tracy 1996; Hulk et. al. 2003; Muysken 2000). This
type of cross-linguistic influence in 2L1 acquisition has been characterised as
'quantitative', as opposed to 'qualitative' influence ('transfer') which might ap-
pear in child L2 acquisition. An interesting question to be raised in this respect
is whether such quantitative differences may turn into qualitative differences,
andifso, under what conditions? In the present article, we take as starting point
recent ideas by Sorace (2005) in order to explore this question in more depth.

Sorace (2005) has argued that interface domains present an inherentprob-
lem for acquisition since they involve the integration/co-ordination of different
qpes of knowledge: the acquisition of constructions/phenomena requiring
the integraton 9f s1'ntactic knowledge and knowledge from other domains is
more complex than the acquisition ofphenomena involving syntactic knowl-
edge only. Interestingly, Sorace also discusses the role of the input in relation
to such integration problems. She argues that the quantitative and qualita-
tive differences between the input of monolinguals and bilinguals may have
'destabilizing' effects and may affect emerging grammars in different ways.
She raises the interesting question ofwhether reduced/non-target input affects
representations or processing abiÌities. Her hlpothesis is that quantitative dif-
ferences in the input are likely to affect processing abilities because of fewer
oPportunites to i¡tegrate s).ntax and other knowledge in interpretation and
production, whereas qualitative differences may affect representâtions because
of insufñcient evidence for interface mappings.

In the present paper, we consider the acquisition of the gender of the def-
inite determiner in Dutch in an exploratory cross-sectional study ofbilingual
children between 3 and I0 years old. Grammatical gender is particularþ in-
teresting with respect to Soracet h)4)othesis since it involves the integration of
both lexical, morphological and syntactic knowledge. We will discuss produc-
tion data of (bilingual) children who were born and who live in the Netherlands
in families which are part of (ethnic) minoritF communities. The members of
these communities, at least in the older generations, do not speak Dutch very
well. Moreover, the children attend Dutch (pre-) schools where they come into
contact with many other children f¡om their (ethnic) community with whom
they (can) communicate i¡ a language other than Dutch. Therefore, although
they strictly speaking acquire two languages from birth in the sense that they
are in principle exposed to i¡put from both languages from birth onwards, it is
not entireþ clea¡ especially in the early stages, what the quality and quantity of
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the Dutch input, as their non-community language, has been. ln this sense, we
could characterise our subjects as being in a situation which has characteristics
ofboth 2Li and of child L2 acquisition.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we will briefly present the
Dutch determiner system and consider how it and in particular, gender mor-
phology - is acquired by monolingual children Sections 3 and 4 constitute
the main body of this article in which our own experimental data and results
are presented and discussed. ln the last section, the results are interPreted in
relation to the general ìssue ofinterface vulnerability and related factors.

r. The acquisition of grammatical gender of definite determi¡ers
in Dutch

r.r Gender morphology on defrnite determiners in Dutch

Unlike English, Dutch makes a difference between neuter and non-neuter
nouns. With the exception of diminutive nouns, which are always neuter and
take the suffix (rle, this difference is not reflected in the morphology of the
noun. It is however reflected Ín a number of agreeilg elenents accomparyìng
the noun or referring to it. Delìnite determiners are a clear case: singular defl-
nite determinersvarT morphologically according to the gendet ofthe noun and
no variation is found in the plural dete¡miner. Similar to definite determiners,
demonstrative determiners vary morphologically according to the gender of
the accompalìying noun in the singular:

Figure l. The singular and plural clefinite and demonstlative deterûiners i¡ Dutch

dem. det.
plural
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het tctfeltje de tøfel(tje)s
the (Nrurrr) table + pru the (rrun) table (oru) rr-un
die/deze tafel die/deze tøfeh
thaVthis (non-reure*) table the (nur) table

(2) a. een boek het boek
a (reuren) book the (reurrn) book

b. het boekje de boeken
the (Nruran) book + or¡¡ the (rr.un) book

c. ¿lit/døt boek die/deze boeken
this/that (Nnurun) book the (rrur) book

Linguistically speaking, (nominal) gender in Dutch can be analysed as an
[un-interpretable] feature, whose default value is [non-neuter]. This gender
feature has to combine with the [+ singular] number feature and the [inter-
pretablel [+ definite] feature in order to realize morphologically the specific
value [neuter] on the (definite or demonstrative) determiner.

Another i¡teresting aspect ofthe gender specification ofDutch nouns is the
relative size ofthe two gender classes. According to a dictionâry-based estimate,
rotgh)y 75o/o of Dutch nouns are non-neuter (de-wo¡ds) and. onTy 25o/o are
neuter (åef-words).3 Van Berkum (1996) examined the relative distribution
of de- anà het-words in computerized databases and found thât in running
texts, the estimâte is roughly 2:1, respectivel¡ Summarising, not only can we
expect to find at least twice as much de- as å¿t-words in a given discourse as a

result ofthis gender bias, de will appear even more frequently because it is the
determiner for both plural neuter and non-neuter nouns.

In addition to determiners, pronouns, i.e. demonstrative, personaÌ and reÌ-
ative pronouns, also agree in gender with their (singular) antecedents and show
morphological gender distinction. In those cases, it does not matter whether
these antecedents are defrnite or indefinite. We will come back to relative pro-
nouns latet but the other pronouns are left outside the scope of this article,
as are attributive adjectives, which also vary morphologically according to the
gender of the noun, under certain conditions.a

r.z The acquisition of gender morphology on definite articles
by (monolingual) Dutch children

As observed for children acquiring other languages, the first nouns monolin-
gual Dutch children produce are bare (Chierchia et al. 2001 and references cited
there). According to Bol & Kuiken (1988), quite soon hereafter, well before

del det.
singular

def. det.
plural

dem. det.
singular

neuter lÌoLÌn

non neuter noLln

There is no gender clistinction on the singular indefinite article, whjch is

een for both neuter and non-neuter nouns. (1) and (2) present examples ofthe
morphological variation of definite cleterminers and demonstratives in Dutch:

de

àøt'tbat'
dir 'this'
die'that'
deze'tl'ts'

die 'those'
deze'rhese'
dl¿'those'
dez¿ 'these'

(1.) a. een tafel
a (NoN-NEurrn) table

de tafel
the (NoN-NEUIER) table
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thei¡ second birthda¡ children start to use a schr,va-element which could be
interpreted as the indefinite arttcle een ('a(n)'). There is no literature en the
order of emergence or frequency of occurrence of the defrnite article in com-
bination witl.r a noun, but examples of child utterances in the literature show
that combinations of definite a¡ticle + noun and demonstrative detelminer +
noLLn are certainly present in the first half of the thircl year. Van Zonneveld
(1992) mentions a certain number of gender errors in definite articles in child
Dutch data, alÌ of which involve the use of the non-neuter de ìnstead of the
neule¡ het. Acco¡ding the De Houwer & Gilìis (1998: 37): "experimental studies
investigating determiner usage by somewhat older children conlìrm that the ac
quisition ofsyntactic gender in Durch maybe a lon¡1-drawn out process". More
recentl¡ Van der Velde (2003,2004) studied the acquisition of gender mor-
phoÌogy in arricles by Dutch monolingual children between 3 and 6 years oÌcl in
a cross-sectional experirnent. In an experimental elicitation task, chìldren were
expected to produce article + noun sequences in both isolated contexrs and in-
side clauses. Her results show that these chilclren tencled to overgeneralise tÌ.re

non-neuter clefinite article de; that is, they used de where the neuter' ásf is ex-
pected until age 6. What is particularly striking is that (r.r.ronolingual) Dutch
children overgeneralise in one direction only i.e. they r.rse incorrectìy de instead
of he¡ with nerÌter nouns but nevel the reverse. This is different from what we
k¡ow of adult L2 acquisition of L)rÌtch delìnite deterniners since lhese learn-
ers make errors ir.r both directions (Blom & Poliðenská 2005). In her analysis,
van cler Velde (op,cit) assumes that children frrsr adopt the un(der)specified,
default value fo¡ the gender featr.u e, i.e, non neuter. As a result, they overgen-
eraÌise tl.re defrnite determiner de and use it incorrectly with lef words, roo. It
is only Iater that the children incrementally acquire the specific value Iner.rter]
and correctly produce the definite determiner hef when ir is required.

As for the lirerature on bilingual children, De Houwer (1990) provides
an extensive ciiscussion of the early stagcs of the acquisition of Dutch by a

Dutch/English bìlinguaì child, Kate, on the basis of spontaneous production
data. According to De Houwer (1990: Ì23, 125): ':..50o/o of all neuter nouns
following a determiner or changeable adjective are treated as if they were non-
neute¡" and "...de is clearly overgeneralised, in the sense that it is often used
in circumstances where it is non-adult-like to do so, viz. in combination with
neLÌter nouns. This is in contrast with he¡. which is nea¡lv always used ìn an
adultlike fashion, i.e. in combination with a neuter noun...".
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z. Experimental data from Hulk & Cornips (2005)

z.r Methodology and subjects

Hulk & Cornips (2005; henceforth H&C) replicated an experiment by Zuck-
erman (2001) designed to elicit producúon data on the morpho-syntax of
inflected verbs. The data obtained in this experiment contained nouns as well
as verbs, however (see below). For the present ârtcle, we analysed these data
with respect to the production of the (gender of the) defrnite article of the
nouns produced. It is important to keep in mind that the test was not designed
to elicit determiner + noun sequences and, therefore, it can i¡ this respect be
considered as a pilot-test, to be followed by other more appropriately designed
experiments in the future. Zuckerman s experiment is a sentence completion
test involving 40 picture pairs and 3 picture pairs as pilot sentences.5 The exper-
imenter first presents trvo pictures while producing a full co-ordinating struc-
ture. Then, the expe¡imenter presents the pictures again using a co-ordination
structure in which the frrst conjunct is produced by the experimenter and the
second conjunct is truncated. The children are asked to complete the sentence
and to produce a finite verb and an object. The expected answer involves ei-
ther a root or a non-root sentence containing a finite verb and a definite direct
object, as illustrated in the following examples:ó

(3) Dit is de man die het brood snijdt en dit is de møn die de tomaat snijdt. Dus
deze møn snijdt het brood en deze møn .,-

'This is the man who cuts the bread and this is the man who cuts the
tomato. So, this man cuts the b¡ead and this man . . .'

expected answer (Roor condition): snry àt de toffiaat 'crrts the tomato'

Experimenter:

(4) Deze man snijdt het brood en deze møn snijdt de tomaøt. Dus dit is de man
die het brood snijdt en dit is de tnøn die ....
'This man cuts the bread and this man cuts the tomato. So, this is the man
who cuts the bread and this is the man ...'

expected ønswer (NoN-root condition): die àe tomøat snijdt'the tomato cuts'

For the production ofdeterminers, the root/non-root distinction is not im-
portant and the completion here involves the repetition of the definite article
+ singular noun from the first co-ordinated sentence presented by the experi-
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2.2 Experimental results tegarding the grammatical gender
on the definite determiners

z.zt Non-neuter defnite deterrniners
Table I below presents the results ofthe determiner production in those cases

where the input contained a non-neuter noun with the definite afücle de ln
this table, we have grouped together the answers containing a definite deter-
r.;riner (de or het) and the ones containing a demonstrative determiner with the
same gender morphology (die/deze or døt/dít, see Figt:r'e 1).8'e The targetlike
responses are given in bold.

The first observation is the following. We expect the children to produce
the non-neuter definite deterrniner de when the non-neuter noun is in the
stimulus or, alternativeþ to produce a bare noun. We did not expect them to
produce the neuter definite determiner l1et si¡ce we assume that lnon-neuter]
is the default value of the gender feature and, therefore, it is easier to acquire
and should appear earlier. This expectation is borne out: the children harclly

Table 1. The dete¡miner production when the inPut contained a non-neuter noun with
the definite article d¿

hput de
non-neute¡

Response Monolinguals Bilinguals

5;2
5;2

menter. In total, the children had to repeat 11 singular neuter nouns requirìng
het ard,37 silrgular non-neuter nouns requiring de.

Ou¡ subjects are 20 child¡en, divicled into three age groups.,A.mong the 20
children were 14 bilinguals who were born and raisetì in the Netherlands ìn
ethnic families and comrnunities where the dominant language is not Dutch,
and 6 monolingual Dutch children as controls. A1l bilingual child¡en were born
in the Netherlands but we cannotbe sure that they were raisecl bilingually from
birth. We could qualify our subjects as being in a situation which has character
istics ofboth 2L1 and yery ear'þ child L2 acquirers.T We should point out that
the teachers/caretakers (at pre-school) selectecl these children ro particìpate ìn
the experiment on the basis oftheir proficiency in Dutch. All the bilingual chil-
dren in the youngest and micldle age groups attend three different (pre)schools
ìn Amsterdam and those in the oldest group attend a school in Utrecht.

Figure 2. The subjects' age and language background

Ll Drtch

Nan1e

Young

Youssra

Ioseph
Romy
Solayâ
fulthony
Nicole
lehiel
StelaDo

Middle

Daphne
Sc¡wa
Dìmren

otd
n=3
DiÌek
Sami
N¿bil

3;0
3;2
3;2
3;3
3j5
3;6
3;9
3;10

4;l I
5;0
5;2

9j3
lo:2
l o;5

Name

Prtrick
ioyce

RaviaD
'Iholrr
Jesse

^ge

3;5
3;9

'Other lânguage'

Moroccan Arabic/Berbel
Moroccan Arabic/Bel ber
SraDan
Moroccân Arâbic/Berber
Sranan
Fl ench
Akan/Ewe
S¡aran

Akar/Ewe
Akan/Ewe
Russi^n Sl2ln¡n

Turkish
Moroccan Ar abic/Be¡ber
Mo¡occar-A¡abic/Ber ber

9;6

Young
3;0-3;10 96

2
29
l9
6
152

94
2
I
4
3

104

24
0
1

I
0
26

630/o

lo/o
19o/o

l2o/o
4o/o

90o/o

2o/o

lo/o
4o/o

3o/o

92o/o

n=8
223
5

80
43
625

66
0
29
tì
t3
119

t35
0
6
0
z
1.43

360/o

8o/o

44o/o

13o/o

7o/o

55o/o

0o/o

24o/o

9o/o

l1o/o

94o/o

4o/o

1o/o

Mictdle

otd
9;3-10;5

de/die/deze
heVdildat
Ø
e€n
Other
Total

deldieldeze
h€ti dit/dat
Ø
eell
other
Total

de/die/deze
her/dit/dat
Ø
een
Other
Total
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procluce å¿f, whereas both bare nouns (Ø) and nouns with the definite deter-
miner de appear frequently.r0 The cross-sectional character of the experiment
involving three age groups allows us to make staternents about the develop-
ment in the (correct) use of de and in the dec¡ease in bare nouns.tr Let us first
consider whether the differences or similarities between the age groups and
between the monolingual and bilingual child¡en are statisticaÌly signifìcant;
because ofthe small numbers we used the Fisher Exact Test.

( t ) Within the group of monolingual children, the youngest and. middle age
groups differ signifìcantly (Fisher Exact Test,p <.0001) in the cotrect use ofd¿
(6370 versus 90%, respectively). We interpret this significant difference as an
indication of a clevelopnent in the acquisition of the correct production of de

between these two age groups. In addition, there is no signifìcant development
between the middle and the oldest age groups. This is not surprising since the
children in the middle age group are almost targetlike, with 90% corÍect de.

Moreover, there is a decrease in the use ofba¡e nouns that corresponds to the
increase ofthe correct use of de. Hence, the children in the lorngest and the
mitldle age groups also differ significantly (Fisher Exact Test, P < .0001) in the
use ofbare nouns ( 19% versus 1%).

(2) Within the gronp of bilingual childre\ the youflgest and midrlle age grotps
differ signiflcantly (Fisher Exact Test, ? < .0001) in the co¡¡ect we of de (360/o

versus 557o, respectively), as do the rr íddle and oldest age groups (Fisher Exact
lèst, p < .0001) (550ó versus 94%, Ìespectively). We interpret this as an indica-
tion of a development in the acquisition of the correct production of ¿le from
the youngest until the oldest age group. Iust as within the group of monolin-
gual children there is a corresponding, significant decrease in the use of bare
nouns between aÌl three age groups (from 440/o vta24o/o to 4%; p < .0001 for all
age groups).

We can summarize the development ìn the acquisition of (the correct use
of) de and the corresponding differences and similarities between monolingual
and bilingual children in the lolìowing way:

For both the monolingual and the bilingual children, there is a clear de-
velopment in the acquisition of the correct use of d¿ with a concomitant
decrease in the incor¡ect use ofbare nounsj
The younger bilingual age group show a lower percentage of correct use of
de and a higher percentage of bare nouns than the monolingual children.
Their development continues until the oldest age group, when they reach
more or less the same percentage of correct use as the monolingual chil-
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dren, although the latter were already at this level in the middle age group.
The büingual children thus show a delay with respect to the monolin-
gual children in this development: in other words, there is a 'quantitative'
difference between the two emerging grammars.

This delay, or quantitative difference, is notunexpected: inthe literature on 2Ll
acquisition (Paradis & Genesee (1995), Hulk & Müller (2000), Müùer & Hulk
(2001), among others), cross-linguistic influence in the form ofacceleration or
delay is predicted to be possible under certain conditions. Moreover, H & C
(2005) observed a delay in the development of finite verb placement in non-
roots by these same bilingual children when compared with monolinguals.

z.z.z Neuter definite determiners
Let us now consider the results of the production of the neuter definite arti-
cle het l:y fhe same children. These are presented in Täble 2, where definite

Table 2. The determiner production when the i¡put contained a neuter noun witl the
definite article l7ef

lrlputhet Response
neurcl

Monolinguals Bilinguals
:i

ì
Young
3;0-3; I0 het/dit/dat

deldteldeze
Ø
eet
Othe¡
'Iotal

het/dit/dat
delðteldeze
Ø
eet
Other
Total

het/dit/dat
deldleldeze
Ø
een
Other
Total

Middle

ord
9;3-10;5

3
t9
2
2
I
27

27
5
I
0
2
35

9
I
0
0
0
10

11o/o

70o/o

7o/o

7o/o

4o/o

77o/o

14o/o

6%

90o/o

n=8
t7
32
67
l3
7
136

8
t7
5

5

l1
46

t6
18
5
I
I
4t

13o/o

24o/o

49o/o

9o/o

5o/o

17o/o

37o/o

11o/o

1lo/o
24o/o

39o/o

44o/o

l2o/o
2o/o

2o/o
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and demonstrative determiners are once again combined. Targetlike responses

a¡e in bold.
The results in this table differ from the ones in Table 1 in several respects,

as discussed in more detail below. First, in contrast to the developrnent in the
acquisition of the non-neute¡ dèterminer de, the development in the correct
production ofthe neuter determiner her is significantly different for monolin
gual and bilingual children. Second, monolingual and bilingual children also

differ from each other in their incorrect use or, in other worcls, overgeneraliza-
tion of the non-neuter definite determiner de. Finally, they differ with respect

to the decrease in bate nouns.

Correct use ofhet

Regarding the correct use of l¡¿f, the following observations can be stated.

1. Both monolingual ancl bilingual children in the youngest age grouP Pro-
duce a low percentage of correct het, namely 1l% and 13 7o respectively.
They do not significantly differ ftom each other.

3.

Within the grotp of monolingunl children, the )'oungest and mirldle age

groups differ signifìcantly in the co¡rect use of y'¡el (Fisher Exact Tèst,

p < .000 t; I7o/o verstts 77 o/o, tespectively). This indicates that there is a de-

velopment in the acquisition of the correct use of hst Although the oìdest
group exhibits a higher percentage ofcorrect use than the middle age group
(90olo versus 77%), the clifference between the two groups is not signifìcant.
The high percentage ofcor¡ect use ofået in the oldest age group does how-
ever suggest that the monolingual children have acquired the correct use of
het atlhrs age.

Within the group of bilíngual chi.dren, there are no significant differences
between the]/orÍg and middle age groups (130lo versus l7%, resPectively),
nor between t},e míddle and old groups ( 17olô versus 39ulo (p>.01 for re-

spective age groups). We interpret this a lack of development in the correct
use of åef betlveen these age groups. Note, however, that there is a signìf-
icant difference befween Íhe youngest and oldest age group (Fisher Fxact

Test,p <.0003, l37o versus 39ol0, respectively), which could be interpreted
as some form of development. NeYertheless, since the bilingual children in
the oldest age group only correctly produce hef in 390lo oftheir answers we

cannot conclude that they have acquired this form
The monolingual ard bilingual chtldrer' tn the middle and oldest age groups

differ signifrcantly (Fisher Exact Test, P < .0001 and p < .0044, respec-
4.
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tively) in the correct use of het (77o/o versts l7o/o ar:'ð. 90o/o versus 3970,
respectiveþ. (Note that this is not the case in the youngest age group, see
1. above)).

Overgeneralization of the non-neuter defrnite determiner de

1. BoTh monolinguøl and bìlìngual children overgeneralise the non-neuter
defrnite determinet de rn the youngest age group, i.e. they produce it more
often than the required neuter definite determiner her. Monolingual chil-
dren overgeneralise significantly more de than the bilingual children in this
age grouP.

2. Within the gronp ofmonolingual children, the overgeneralizationof de sig-
nificantly decreases between the youngest and the rniddle age grorp (70Vo

versus 1470, respectiveþ Fisher Exact Testp < .000I).
3. Within the group of the bilingual children there is a slight - but not sig-

nificânt - increase in the overgeneralization of àe (24o/o,37o/o, and 44o/o)
between the three age groups.

Decrease in the use ofbare nouns

1. In the youngest age group, monolingual and. bilinguøl ckuldren differ sig-
nificantly in the number ofbare nouns produced (770 versus 4970, respec-
tivel¡ Fisher Exact Test p < .0001). The monolingual chìldren in this age
group produced fivice as many bare nouns when the input contained a
neuter h¿t word than when it contained a non-neuter d¿ word (770 versus
1 9olo, respectiveþ .

2. Regarding the monolingual children, there are no significant differences
between the three age groups.

3. Within the group of bihngual children, there is a significant decrease in
the use of bare nouns between the youngest ar:'d middle age grottp (49o/o

versus 1170, p < .0001), comparable with the decrease when the stimulus
contained a non-neuter d¿-word.

Summarising

Both monolingual and bilingual children i¡ the youngest age group have se-
rious problems with he¡ only producing it in about 12o/o of the cases where
it is required (it is worth emphasizing again that this reveals a very different
picture from the production of d¿ in this age group, where respectivel¡ 630ó
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even a (temporary) 'qualitative' difference although, as noted above, this has

not been mentioned before in the lìterature on 2L1 acquisition (unlike child
L2 acquisition - see the Introduction). Since our children seem to be in be-
tween 2L1- and child L2-acquirers in some respects, it could be the case that
what we have found here is the result of cross-linguistic influence from the
other language of the children on their Dutch. When we restrict ourselves to
(definite) determiners, we see that the other languages of the chïdren stud-
ied, widely vary in the way they express defrnite determiners. A discussion of
these systems is far beyond the scope ofthis article. One thing we can do, how-
ever, is to divide the languages in two SrouPS, one group where 'gender' plays

a role in the nominal domain and another where it does not' We thus obtain a

Gender group (French and Moroccan Arabic/Berber) and a Non-gender group
including Turkish, Akan, Ewe and S¡anan (see Figure 2 in $2.1) The results of
this division - when the input is a d¿-word - show that there is a significant
development between the youngest and oldest age group for both the gender
and the non-gender group. Interestingl¡ the results - when the input is a hø-
word - are that the children in the youngest Non-gender group do signifrcantly
better than the others. This goes against our hlAothesis (outlined above) that
the other language might cause a delay. However, in the oldest age SrouP there
is no significant difference present between the Gender and the Non-gender
group. Apparentl¡ the Non-gender group has an advantage in the first stage

but there is no significant development fiom the youngest age group onwards

i.e. the Non-gender older group does not perform bettel than the Non-gender
younger groups. The gender group, however, displays a significant develop-
ment between the younger and oldest age group (1% compared with 40ol0,

respectively). Taken together, our results do not straightforwardly support the
hypothesis that children with another language where gender distinction does

not play a role in the nominal domain do significantly worse than the ones

where such a distinction does play a ro1e. The results do not suPport the reverse

hlpothesis either, that is, the children with another language where a gender
distinction plays a role in the nominal domain are no better in the oldest age

group than the children without gender distinctions in their other language.r2

Therefore, we cannot straightfolwardly attribute the Problems of our bilingual
children with respect to the acquisition ofthe neuter gender feature are due to
cross-linquistic infl uence. t3

and 36% targetlike deterrnine¡s were produced.) This raises the question of
what these children do when they fail to Produce '¿f 

It seems to l¡e the case

that if the youngest n.tonolingual and bilingual children ptoduce a definite de-

terminet it is the non-neute¡ de. However, the monolingual children do this

significantly more tl.ran tl.re bìlingual children (70% versus 247o, resPectiveÌy)'

The latter, on the other hand, use signilìcar.ltly more bare nouns than the for-
mer (490/o ve¡sus 77o, respectiveìy). Tl.ris suggests that the youngest bilinguals

show a tlevelopmental dela¡ that is, they are still in an earlier clevelopmental

stâge (see Sl.2). Whereas the use ofbare nouns decreases with each bilingual
subsequent age group, the overgeneralization of non-neuter de does not' In
contra.st, the monolingual children do show a decrease in the overgeneraliza

tion of ¿l¿ with ir.rcreasing age. Likewise, the monolingual children in tie oldest

age grolrP have acc¡riretl the correct use of åef (90%), whereas the bilingual
.Ìrüár"lt only produce it at chance level (49%). lt appears that the bilingual
children have severe diffìculties in the acquisition of ået' that is, they seem to

have somehow 'fossilized' in a developmental stage where they overgenerallse

the non-neuter clefinite aiticle de The mouolingual chilclren also go through
a slage where l1on-neutet de is overgeneralised (see the results ofthe youngest

age group) but, contrary to the bilingual children, they progress beyond this

ovcrgeneralir¿l ion .l¡ge.
Taken togetheì, the monolingual and the bilingual children aPpear to show

a 'qr.ralitative difference' in their emerging grammars This is a very striking re-

sult given that, as already tliscussed in the introduction, previous literature has

nor reportecl qualitative differences ì:etween monolinguaÌ chilclren ancl chil-
dren raised bilingually from birth ln the next section, we exanine in more de-

tail two possible explanations for the differeuce between the monolìngual and

tl.re bilingual children with resPect ro tÌre acquisition of her, paying particular

attention to the'ultimate attainment' of the oldest age ir.r the exPeriment

3. Differences between mono- and bilingual children:
CrossJinguistic influence or deficient input?

3.r Crosslinguistic influence

The {irst and maybe most obvious answer to the question about the differences

between the monolingual and bilingual children is the bilingualism of the lat-
ter and, consequentl¡ the role ofthe other language This might have car'rsed

a major delay ìn the acquisition of the Dutch gender clistinctions, and maþe
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3.2 The role ofthe input in the acquisition ofneuter gendet nouns

As mentioned in the Introducrion, Sorace (2005) predicts that quautitatiYe and

qualitative differences between monolingual and bilingual gramÍnars are Pos-
sible when the input is below a cerrain thresholtl. We mentioned before rhat

monolingual children who are exposed to standa¡d DutclÌ inPut alreacly en-

counter a very low frequency of the definite determiner het (see 51 1) What
could be the consequences of this unequal distributìon of gender distinctions
in the input for our bilingual children? First of all, we know from the liç
erature that when monolingual children have problems acquirìng a certaìn

phenon.renon, we can be sure that bilingual children are to be expected to en-

counter even larger problems. Thus, problems with the acquisition of neuter
gender are to be expectecl. Second, it is also known that there is a qurntita-
tìve differeuce between the input the bilingual children receive in each oftheir
two languages and the input nonolingual children are exposed to Generally,

this diÊIerence tn ìnPuL is ¿ssumed to hlve con'eqttence" for thc acquisition
of vocabulary/lexicon rather than for the acquisition of synta-x lnterestingly'
the acquisition of the gender featu¡e as expressecl in rhe definite determiner
involves the interface between the lexicon and morpho-syntax As we already

pointed out, the input monolir.rgual chilclren are exposecl to contains very little
evidence for the neuter vahÌe of the formal, url-interpretable gencler feature'

The only cÌear evidence constitutes the defrnite determiner het, which is rare: it
is usecl in rhe singular only and with just 25 percent ofDutch nouns (see Figure

1). As for biLingual chilclrer.r, the input of he¿ will be even more limited, maldng
it no doubt even halder to detect tlle gender feature's neuter value The above

holds only for the qrÌantitative asPect ofthe input which, according to Sorace's

hypothesis, would be responsible for a dela¡ that is to say, a quantitative dif-
ference between monolinguals and bilinguals but not a qualitative dilïerence
Thus, a difference in rePresentation and knowledge would not be expected'

Our production data seem to lellect a qualitarive tather than a quantitative
difference, however. Therefore, the quality of the input our bilingual children
are exposecl to has to be taken into consìderation. These children are born in
Tl.re Netherlands and raised in (ethnic) minority families within commLrnities

where the Dutch varìety used in both the home and the community domain
is not stanclard Dutch. Often, the older generations who speak this variety ac-

quirecl Dutch as an adult/adolescent L2 learner in a non-instructed context'
We know from sociolinguistic research that these speakers overgeneralise the

determiner d¿ in their Dutch and hardly protìuce the determiner ftef (Cornips
(2002), Cornips & Hulk (2005) and references cited there). Therefore, we could
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hlpothesize that the (ethnic) Dutch input our children are exposed to will also

be qualitatively different ftom the input which monolingual Dutch chiìdren are

exposed to. Without further research on the characteristics of the input which
these bilingual child¡en receive, these comments remain rather speculative All
we can say here is that our data show that Sorace's hlpothesis is an interest-

ing one and, hence, worth pursuing. In the next section, we try to define the
exÞerirnental results in more formal linguistic terms.

Linguistic analysis

Morphological variability of the definite determiner

Let us now consider the experimental results from a linguistic point of view'
What does the deviant development of bilingual children and their apparent
'fossilization mean linguistically? It is plausible to assume (in line with Van

der Velde (op.cit)) that when monolinguals stârt to produce definite deter-

miners, they have already acquired the [uninterpretable] gender feature, but
it is still underspecified. It therefore takes the default value [non-neuter] and is

spelled-out as de on all definite determiners. There is no reason to assume that
monolinguals and bilinguals differ in this respect. The next developmental step

shows that both mono- and bilingual children start to produce the neuter defi-
nite determiner h¿f with neuter nouns. This suggest that they have acquired the
specified value [neuter] for the relevant gender feature and that they know how
to spell that out on the defrnite determiner. Nevertheless, in this stage, they still
overgeneralise the non-neuter definite deterrniner d¿ with neuter nouns.

What is important to emphasize in this resPect is that the individual bilin-
gual children reveal variability in the form of the defrnite determiner for one

and ihe same neuter noun, such as rrt elsje'girl', as presented in Figure 3'14' ls

What this frgure suggests is that, as far as the production ofthe definite de-

terminer ofthe neuter no:uri' meisje'girl' is concerned' we can distinguish three

groups within the bilingual children's individual grammars. The first group
exclusively produces the default non-neuter form ¿l¿ and is probably in a early

developrnental stage where the specific fneuter] value ofthe gender feature has

not been acquired yet. The second group produces both the non-neuter de-

fault and the specific neuter form ofthe defrnite determiner, whereas the third
group exclusively produces the correct neuter form hef. The second group is

the most interesting one since the results suggest that because they correcdy
produce l¿l with the neutel noun rø¿¡sje 'girl' in some occurrences, these chÌl-
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Figure 3. Variation in rcsponse with respect to the gender of de6nite alticle of the

neuter noun meisje'girl'

Stimulus: /rer meiqø'the girl'

Àet meisje
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Figure 4. The Dutch relative pronoun

singular plural

neute¡ noun ântecedent
non-neutet noun antecedent

chjldren. These data may be used to determine whether the bilingual children
are indeed sensitive to the Ð.ntactic reflexes ofthe gender feature.

4.2 The production of relative pronouns in Dutch

4.zr The gender morPholog/ on Dutch relative Pronouns
Relative pronouns in Dutch vary morphologically according to the gender of
their singular antecedent. There is no gender variation in the plural.

This gender variation holds both for definite and indefinite antecedents, as

illustrated in (5) through (7):

(5) Dit is de/een møn die het brood
this is the/a (Nor.r-Nruren) man who (NoN-ururen) the bread
snijdt
cuts

(6) Dit is het/een meisje dat de appel eet
this is the/a (rnurrn) girl who (rrurut) the apple eats

(7) Dit zijn (de) meisjes die de appek eten
these are (the) (nrun.t) girls who (er.unar.) the apples eat

Linguisticall¡ several operations are involved in the production of the target
relative pronoun. Abstracting away from all detâils, we could say what is im-
portant here is frrst of all the s)-ntactic operation 'Agree', which ensures that the
relative pronoun agrees with its antecedent in all relevant features. Second, just
as with the definite pronouns, there is the morphological spell-out ofthe fea-
ture bundle which reflects the default (non-neuter) and specific (neuter) values
of the gender feature of the antecedent noun, as it does its number feature
value, but not its definiteness.

In the production dâtâ obtained in the H&C experiment (2005), relative
pronouns were expected and produced only in those cases where the second
conjunct was a non-root (see (4) in 52.I).16 As a result, there is less data avail-
able for relative pronoun production than for defi¡ite article production. The
test only involves one neuter noun as antecedent, e.g. dit meisje'this girl' in
l0 non-root test sentences. The other 33 sentences involved non-neuter nouns

die
die

dat
dieResponse

-4ge

youllg
younS
young
young
middle
old

young
young
middle
old
old

yor¡r1g
nT iddle

2L1/L2
French
Srânân
Arabic/Berl¡er
Akan/Ewe
AÌ<anlEwe
A¡abic/Be¡ber

Srânân
Sranan
Akan/Ewe
Arabic/Be¡ber
Turkish

Arabic/Berber
Srânan

de meisje

dren have acquired the sPecific fneuter] value of the gender feature. However,
at the same time, these children also prodnce the correct default folm of the
delìnite determiner i.e. ds with the saffie neuter roøn. This observation raises

the question of whether it is plausible to assume that these children have two
competing grammars for each neuter noun at this stage o¡ whether there is an-

other explanation for these data. It is known from the literature that the use of
morpho phonology does not match the use ofsyntax, that is to say, the use of
morpho-phonological features may not reflect the use of formal features such

as gender. It is therefore possible that the bilingual children in this stage have

acquired the Ineuter] value ofthe gender feature but, under certain conditions.
theytendto use the default form de in spelling it out on the definite determiner'
On such a scenario, their grammar does not show a syntactic cle1ìcit ancl would
not be qualitatively different from the grammar of monolingual chiÌdren' We

then expect these bilingual children to be sensitive to syntactic properties and

operations where the gender feature plays a role. Intelestingly, our data also

contain some ìnformation about the production of relative pronouns which
vary in form according to the Sender of the antecedent noun. In the next sec-

tion we will consider the production ofthe relative pronoun in the data of our
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as antecedents. Conlrary to what was the case for the definite cleterminers' the

elicita¡ion of relative pronouns did not involve a repetition ofwhat the exPert-

menter presented but the pronouns have to be creatively procluced by the child

when completing the sentence, as illustrated in (8):

Experimenter:

(8) a. Dtr dit ß de mttn + .

so this ìs the man lNoN-Nnuret]

Stefano:

Neuter gender and inLerface llherablliry rr7

Please, note that the numbers are very low here and, therefore, the results
have to be considered with caution. The followins tendencies can however be
discerned:

),. The monokngual and bilinguøl children differ signifrcantly with respect to
the correct use of the relative pronoun die only rn the middle age group
(proportion 1 versus .41, respectivel¡ Fisher Exact Test p < .0001), but no
difference is found in the youngest or the oldest age group.
Within the group of monolinguøl chll.dren, there is a significant difference
between the youngest and the middle group in terms of the correct use
of dle (proportion .51 versus 1, respectivel¡ Fisher Exact Test p < .0001)
but not between the middle and oldest age group. This suggests that the
development in the acquisition of dle takes place in between the youngest
and middìe age and thal it is completed aI this stage.
The bilinguøl c}ltldren present a slightly different picture. There is a sig-
niflcant difference between the middle and oldest age group (proportion
.41 versus .92, respectively, Fisher Exact Test p < .0001) but not between
the youngest and middle age groups. This suggests that the development
in the acquisition ofdie takes place between the middle and oldest age, and
thus is delayed with respect to the monolingual children. This is exactly the
same pattern that we found for the development in the acquisition of the
non-neuter determiner d¿,

b. ++ die
who(NoN ururen)

sÛijk
i¡ons

de broek
the trousers

4.2.2 The non'neuter relative deterffimer
Table 3 shows the results ofthe production of relative pronouns in those cases

where the antecedent is a non-neuter noun ('a de-word'):ri

Table 3. The ¡el¿tive prououn production (completion without rePctition) wheû the

input cor]tained a lloû-neuter noun

l\nfecedeît non ne ter

BILINGUÀLS

69
48

L

4
122

z4
20

Ohl
9;3-10;5

3.

4,2,3 The neuter relútive pronoun
Table 4 below presents the results of the production of a relative pronoun in
those cases where the antecedent is a neuter noun f'a h¿t-word').

The results are the following:

I. Withia the grotp of monolingual children, there is a significant difference
between the youngest and middle age group (proportion .ll versus .5, re-
spectively, Fisher Exact test p < .017). AÌthough the difference between the
middle and oldest age group is not significant, the high percentage (830/0)

of correct we of dat by the oldest monolingual chìld suggests that she at
least has completed the acquisition of het af fhis age. The non-signifrcant
differences between the youngest and middle age groups suggest that the
acquisition ofthe neuter relative pronoun døt takes more time than the ac-
quisition of non-n euter die, which appeared to be completed by the middle
age group (see Table 3).

2. Regarding the bilingual children, there are no signifrcant differences be-
tween the youngest and the middle groups, but there is a significant differ-

ìliMONoLINGU,\LS
Response ÂBs.

Míddle
4:ll-5,2

Young
3;0-3;10 Ø

die
dat
Other
Tot¿l

(Ð

die
oar
Othe¡
Total

die
dat
Tolâl

.44

.51

PROP.

.57

.39

.41

18
2l
0
2
4l

0

42

t2

t2

I
4
49

l15
3

3ð
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ence between the miclclle and the oldest age group (proportion 0 versus 57'

respectivel¡ Fisher Exact test p < 0028)' This suggests that the acquisition

of the neuter telative pronoun takes place bctween the5e two age groups

and thus represents a tlelay compared to the monolingual children'

3, Atthough the proportion of tl.re correct use of the neuter relative pronoun

is still rather low eveu in the oldest age group ( 57), the oldest bilinguals

antì nonolinguals do nol show statistically significant differences This is

in conlr,rst with lhe,orrecl u5c oi the d(fìlìite dctermincr hel'

Tahen together, lhe results indicate that the acquisition of the neuter reÌative

pro.ror,n"by the bilingual chilclren is slightly quicker than the acquisition of
ftet. Concerning the oltìest age group, the monolingual and bilir.rgual groups

are more similar in the acquisition of the neuter relative Pronoun than in the

acquisition ofthe neuter definite determiner, although production ofl)oth he¡

ancl dør is not yet completely targetlike Due to the small numbers' we can only

speculate about the reason for tl.re clifference in acquisition befween the neuter

deternriner het anð the neuter relative pronoun d¿il Assuming that this dif-

ference is real, it rnay be rela[ed to the fact that relative daf is homophouous

with the complen-rentiser da¡ which introduces all claus¿l subordinate clauses

Table 4. The relative pronoun procluction (completion withor'it rePctilion) wherr the

input coùtained the neuter noru dir øeisje'lhis girl'

AntecedeDt,?¿¡rf¿,- Respo¡se (comPletiorÌ)
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Figure 5. Individuat grammars containing the form of the definite determjner and
relative pronoun concerning neuter noun meisje 'the girl'

de meisje ¡¡¿t meisje meisje dìe fÍeisie dat

Grammar 1 (i=2)
Graflfiat 2 (n=3)
Graftinar 3 (n=2)
Grammor 4 \r=l)
Glamrnøî 5 (rF2) .

Gnmnaî 6 (i=l)
\rramhl^f / $r=z)
NOT IOUND
Grafifiør 8 lfr=o)
Grammar 9 (n=0)

Before more certair conclusions can be drawn, however, more data on the
acquisition of relative pronouns are needed.

It is nevertheless interesting to consider how the form of the defi¡ite de-
terminer and the form of the relative pronoun for the same neuter noun hst
meisje'the girl' are related in the emergent grammars of the bilingual chìldren,
particularìy in the light of the proposed hypothesis above about the possible
dissociation of syntax and morphology. Figure 5 above presents the different
grammars found and also, perhaps even more interesting, the grammars that
are not found for the nelJfer rro\rî meisje.

The grammars that have onTy de meisje i.e. grammars 1 and 2 probably
represent an early stage, which also include either the relative die (gtammar 1)

or die and àat (gammar 2), but never exclusively døf (grammar 8). Grammars
lhathave only het meisje (grammars 6 and 7) have either the relatives dr¿ and
døt (grammar 6) or orly dat (gtammar 7), but never exclusively die (grammar
9). Grammars that haveboth de and het meisje (grammat 3, 4 anð 5) ha'{e àie

andlor dat as rclative.
It is suggested above that it could be the case that morphology and s1'ntax

are dissociated and that although producing het implies the (syntactic) acqui-
sition of the [neuter] value of the gender feaitue, àe at the same time is still
sometimes morphologically realized (produced) with the same noun. Impor-
tantly, the observations schematised in Figure 5 are at least partly compatible
with this hypothesis. They thus show that the siÍlation is even more complex
si¡ce it couìdbe the case that the relative pronoun itselfhas die as a default form
which again does not necessarily reflect the presence or absence of slmtactic
features and therefore cannot be taken to support the hypothesis. Experimen-

,

het fieisje'tt'e gtt|
Youl1g
3;0 3j10 Ø8

dìe 9
dat z
Othel 0
Total 19

Ø2
cìie 4
dat 7
Othel t
TotaÌ 14

Øo
die I
dat 5
Totîl 6

BILINGUALS

25
Ì3
2
3
43

ì;

t:

::.:

uì
ìI
.:i

jMiddle
4:ll-5;2

old
9;3 t0i5

t4
3

1

r8

3

7

.42

.47

.l I

.5 rl

.3{J

.78

.17

.43

.57

.29

.50

.83
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tal comprehension str.rcìies are needed in order to shed light on this possible

dissociation.

5. Concluding remarks

This paper has provided evidence that for both monolingual and bilingual chil-
dren, the production ofthe neuter definite determine y'ret (and the neuter rela-
tive pronoun dal) remains non-targetlike at a relatively late age, suggesling that
this aspect of Dutch presents diffrculties for both these groups of learners This
can partly be explained by the fact that the Dutch nominal gender feature has a

default value (non-neuter) and a specific value (neuter). All children begin with
the default value and thus, when they start to use definite determiners, they ex-

clusively produce de even with neÌÌtel nouns Ultimatel¡ they have to acquire

Íe!t¿r as the specific value for a very small set ofwords. Mot eover, neuter value

is only morphologically realized in combination with the singular va-lue ofthe
number feature in definite determiners and ¡elalive pronouns (C)ther such

cases were left outside the scope of rhis article.) This confìrms prevìous research

on the development ofgender in Ll Dutch (van der Velde op cit.). Wlrereas the
monolingual children in our sentence completion test showed complete acqui-
sition in the oldest age group (age 9;3-10;5), the bilingual children in this age

group performed only around or even below chance level Since we did not test

bilingual children older than l0;5 we could not establish whether development
goes further after this age. Consequentl¡ the differences between the monolin-
gual and the bilingual children with resPect to the correct production of the

nenter definite determiner het canbe qualifiecl at least as 'quantitative', thus
as a temporary dela¡ and perhaps even as 'qualitative' revealing a more Per-
manent clifference in representation. In this regard' two possible explanations

were conside¡ed, namely (i) cross-linguistic influence and (ii) deficient input'
In orÌr admittedly rather preliminary discussion, we showed that having an-

other language with or without gender distinctions in the nominal domain did
not correlate with 'lack of success'. Hence, cross-linguistic influence is unlikely
to explain the differences between the monolingual and bilingual children The

hypothesis of defrcient input, based on ideas by Sorace (2005), proved to be

more fruitful. From a quantitatiYe Perspective, it is plausible to assrÌme that the
frequency of lT er in the input of the bilingual children is very low, perhaps even

below a certain threshold, the details of which have yet to be established. As for
the quality ofthe input, we suggested that further (sociolingr.ristic) research has

to frnd out whether the largely non-native Dutch used in the (ethnic) families
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and communities lacks the correct standard Dutch use of the neuter defilite
determiner hef.

We also addressed the same question of whether the difference between
monolingual and bilngual children's production is quantitative or qualitative,
in the sense ofa lack ofknowledge or a mis-reptesentâtion, from a slightly dif-
ferent, more linguistic perspective. The experimental lesults show that there
were a number of bilingual children who produced both d e artð' het as defrrrire
determiner for the same neuter word. This variabfity lead us to hlpothesise
that these children show a dissociation between syntax and morphology. To be

more specific, we suggested that these chìldren have acquiled the correct sPe-

cific neuter value ofthe gender feature but they have problems with its correct
morphological spell-out as het ot The defrnite determiner, which sometimes
causes them to use the default form de instead' The (few) data from the pro-
duction of the relative pronoun were comPatible with this hypothesis. This
raises many interesting questions for future tesearch.

Notes

r. Abstracting away fiom cognitive differences.

2. See, however, Unsworth (2004, in p¡ess) for interesting erperimental results and discus-

sions on child L2 acquisitiot of interface phenomena.

3. There exist a very small numbe¡ of'double gender' words (Van Berkum 19961

4, See Blom and references cited there (http://home.hum.uva.¡l/ozleblom/curriculum.html)
on the acquisition of adjective fle.(ion in child and adult L2 Dutch.

5. We added four test sentences to Zuckermant original task.

6. As pointed out to us by an anonymous reviewer, one might thinl that this tâsk may lead

the children to simply ¡epeat what they hea¡. It is imPoltant to point out in this regard that
the answers reveal certain patterns, which suggests that this is not the case. To be more spe-

cific, there are signifrcaût diffelences regarding the Production ofmonolingual and bilingual
child¡en and between several age-groups within the group of monolingual and bilingual
child¡en. The ¡esults therefo¡e show that these children do not copy exacdy what they heal-

Consequentl¡ we consider these ¡esults to constitute valid data, the trends in which raìse

interestirg questions to be explored and further ralidated in future work.

Z. See Cornips & Hulk (2005) fo¡ a detailed discussion ofthe sociolinguistic cont€xr ofthese
children and their languages.

E. The catego¡y 'other' involves, for instance, nouns with possessives or uninterpretable
utte¡ances as in (i):
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(i) Experimenter: Djt is het meisie dat + .

this is lhe Sirl who
Chìld: +r nlan 'mal'

9. Since demonst¡àt1vc deterniners show morPhological geDdel variation in ej{actly Lhe

siìllrc wây as defrnite clete¡nfuters (sce Figure l), we tre¿t them a]ike in Table l, although
elsewherc (ci Hulk & CoInìps in press), the delnonstr¡tives fâlls into the 'others' category'

ro. As lhe categories rn'lhble i indicate, some chiidren did produce a lloll_Dellteì- de oll
sLrative dcLerDiner iDstead of ¿ noD neutcl- de6nite dctelminer. We leave thc diffe¡ences

between these two detcrDlinels for future rescarch.

11. Ijere wc rvill only coDsìder thc (colrect) production ofthe norl lÌcuter delìnite deter

niner d¿ and demon sttalive dieldeze 'thllt'/'these', resPcctively Othcr (interesting) results

are left for further research.

12, Further lesearch is needcd lvhethel this is related to the fitct that there is Do aPparcnt
(strrctural) oveÌ1ap iD the cletcrminer systems in the sense ofHulk & Múller (2000) 1n the
languages under consideration, antl therefore crosslinguistrc inflùence is not exfcctcd

13. Further support for the rejcction of this hy¡rothesis can be found in the socioljnguistic
literalure whrch repor-ts ¡ massive overgcrreralization of the dc1ìniþ determille¡ d¿ rn urban

youth l)utch ¿nd ir all ethnìc valieties ofDutch, regardless ofthe (other) languages involved
(ci Cornips 2002).

r4. This also holds for oiher neuter nourÌs such as ¿7o€k 'book' aDd broo¡l't'rea.l'

15. There is only one DlrtclÌ child ìn the middìe irge grou¡r showing rhe sane variability:
stimuìtLs: Íer rnelsje 'the girl'

response: ds n]elsje hef meisje
agc, Ll Dutch
young, n=2 t
middle, n=l I I
midcìle, l=2 I
old,l=I I

16. Rcnember that the exPclinlent w¿s desìgned to elicit ncither det+N, Dor lelativc pro

noulls, Thcrefore, the resuÌts should be treâted wiLh câution

rZ. The producdon ofthe r'elativc plonoun is not incltldcd in rosc cases wherc the experi-
mentel himselfuttered the rehtivc Pronoun by accident. This happcned in a rclatively high
per-centãge of the utterances (2370).
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The development of PAIHS
Spatial complexity and the
multiple predicate strategy

David Stringer
Mie University

Elicited production data from English, hench and Japanese children ¡eveal
that predicates of'traversal' (e.g. across, throrf) Present a Paticular
lexicalisation difficulty in the early stages of acquisition, regardless of
expression in verbs or adpositions. Adult-like lexicalisation patterns are
consistently produced o yby6 or7 year olds.In all three languages, children
circumvent the problem in the same way: by linguistically splitting such
trajectodes into subev€nts. This unexPected finding remains in need of mo¡e
targeted investigation, but tlvo Possible accounts are consideled That ffrese
predicates a¡e set apart due to elaborate lexical semantic structures is shown
to be in contradiction with recent generative analyses. A more plausible
account is offe¡ed in terms of relative complexity in the i¡tegration of
nonlhguistic spatial representations.

L Introduction

This paper presents evidence that the concepts expressed by predicates of
'traversal' (e.g. across, through) present a particular lexicalisation difficult¡ for
children, who initially circumvent the problem by linguistically splitting such
concepts into subevents. Elicited production data from English, French and
]apanese children reveal that the same strategy is adopted irrespective of the
language being acquired, and irrespective of linguistic expression in either
verbs (V) or pre/postpositional phrases (PP). Each language reveals a marked
contrast between predicates of traversâl and other directional Predicates ex-
pressing paths to a goal (e.g. to, into), ftom a soarce (e.g. from, off ), or medial
trajectories (e.g. up, down). As the exposition is data-driven, the fust half of

:.


